Economic Analysis of use of Cement Treated Base & Sub-Base in Flexible Pavement
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Abstract: As we know India is a developing Nation and Infrastructure is a key for the successful developed Nation. In India the massive infrastructure development activities are going in both rural & urban areas which have caused scarcity of construction material. Highway/Road sector itself contributes majorly to the Infrastructure. Pavement Industry looks for alternative materials that are readily available & economically viable for use of Roadway construction. Use of massive amount of aggregates in Roads is depleting mountains day by day. To overcome this problem, the objective of this study is to design the pavement using cement treated layers & economically analyzing its impact on the project. Cement Treated Base & Sub-Base is a mixture of Base/Sub-Base material (aggregate material) with some amount of Portland cement. Use of cement in layers of Pavement will not only economically beneficial but also help to increase the design life cycle of road. Use of cement in pavement layers will be much stronger & more rigid than unstabilized granular layer.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In today’s world, considering the rate of construction activities especially in highways sectors there is going to be scarcity of Highways materials. Looking to the future demand, cement treated granular layer in flexible pavement could be a better option. In this study tests are performed on Treated & Untreated Granular Materials of flexible pavement. It is found that the use of small amount of cement content in granular layers can surprisingly increase the strength of the granular layers & ultimately decrease the thickness of the pavement. CBR value of the granular material increase by 100% after adding small amount of cement content. Cement Treated granular layers act like a slab structure and load is uniformly divided making a strong layer in comparison to untreated layers. By the help of software IIT Pave, stresses at critical locations could be calculated & cement treated layers of the flexible pavement have given a very economical result. Resilient modulus of the cement treated granular layer is higher as compared to the untreated granular layer which gives stronger support.

Use of Cement in granular layer decreases the thickness of the pavement; also the thickness of bitumen layers is decreased. Cement treated granular layers are also comparative good and less affected under contact with water as it gains more strength as increase in water content. So ultimately less amount of usage of aggregates will not only decrease the overall project cost as well as it will help us to sustain our environment by saving the amount of aggregates needed for the project.

II. NEED OF STUDY

As we can see the massive use of aggregates in Highway sector, use of Cement Treated Base & Sub-Base could be very useful for the environment. It could reduce the overall cost of highways by decreasing the thickness of the layers. Also looking to the present scenario of service of roads that are less durable due to less elasticity modulus, the use of cement treated Base & Sub-Base in highways will be beneficial in long run. Cement treated pavement also withstand more traffic as compared to granular layers. Cement Treated layers may also handle leakage of water due to its property of good drainage. It could also resist cyclic freezing, rain & multi weather damage to the pavement of road.

Present roads are less durable due to its less elasticity modulus, so by use of cement treated base & sub Base it can be increased. Granular bases can carry less tonnage of loads but can withstand more tonnage of loads. As Design tonnage increases cost increases in Granular bases but not in the case of cement treated bases. When traffic is diverted from main
Carriageway to Service road due to maintenance, cement treated bases can withstand more traffic load as compared to granular bases. CTB can handle leakage of water from other sources due to its good drainage properties. Improved Performance in Rutting and Fatigue Cracking compared to unsterilized granular base to cement treated base. It resists cyclic freezing, rain, and spring-weather damage, when compared with granular base of service road. As compared to untreated granular layer, Cement treated base continues to gain strength with age even under traffic. Maintaining the Integrity of the Specifications

III. SCOPE OF THE STUDY
A comparative study has been made between untreated & cement treated granular layers in the flexible pavement. As we know India is a developing Nation & due to massive infrastructure, construction activities are taking place which has caused scarcity of construction materials. Use of cement treated layers of pavement could be a good option for durability of pavement, increase in strength and found economic as reduction in quantity of aggregates. It will not only save money but also increase the durability of the Road. A small amount of cement is uniformly added in the granular layer of flexible pavements.

IV. OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY
➢ Economization of Pavement cost by lowering the thickness using cement treated granular layers.
➢ Lowering quantity of aggregate needed in construction of pavement layers of Highways.
➢ Durable Pavement Layer as compared to ethnic Untreated granular layers.

V. METHODOLOGY ADOPTED
➢ TESTS OF RELIABILITY & STRENGTH OF CEMENT TREATED SUB-BASE & BASE MATERIAL
CBR is tested for both i.e. Untreated Granular Sub-Base material & Cement Treated Granular Sub-Base Material. After gradation for Sub-Base material as per MoRT&H provisions, Optical Moisture Content (OMC) is calculated by Procter Test. Then CBR is tested for the granular material & thereafter the CBR is tested after treatment of Granular Material with Cement of proportion 1%, 2%, 3% & 4% respectively.
➢ DESIGN OF FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT
Pavement is designed considering the Detailed Calculations given in IRC:37-2012 (Guidelines for Design of Flexible Pavements) for both untreated & cement treated granular layer. Stresses over critical points specified in IRC:37-2012 are calculated by IIT-Pave software. Pavement Layer thickness is calculated thereafter as per codal provisions.
➢ COST COMPARISON
Costs of the Pavement layers are calculated per metre for Ethnic untreated Granular Layer type flexible Pavement & Cement Treated Flexible Pavement.

VI. RESULTS
➢ GRADATION TEST RESULTS
Granular Material is taken from the site & gradation is done of the material. Percentage retained over different seive of the material is as shown in Fig.1.

Fig.2 – Gradation of GSB Material

➢ OPTIMUM MOISTURE CONTENT
Optimum Moisture Content for achieving maximum density of granular material is calculated by Modified Procter Test. Water content is added until maximum density is achieved i.e.6.3%. Curve for OMC is shown in Fig.2.

Fig. 3 – Optimum Moisture Content Curve

➢ CALIFORNIA BEARING RATIO TEST
CBR is calculated for Both Untreated & cement treated granular material. Results are as given below in Table-01.

Table-01

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water Content</th>
<th>CBR Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2%</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3%</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4%</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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As we can see after treatment of granular material with cement, CBR value of granular layer increases which will ultimately increase the strength of the pavement layers which results reduction in layer thickness of flexible pavement. 

**Table 1 CBR Test results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample No</th>
<th>Cement Treated</th>
<th>Cement Content</th>
<th>CBR VALUE %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>36.25, 43.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>31.04, 43.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33.94, 43.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>1 %</td>
<td>80.31, 98.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>105.10, 122.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td>145.36, 150.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>4 %</td>
<td>166.05, 171.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>5 %</td>
<td>166.05, 193.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>6 %</td>
<td>176.18, 216.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As an engineered material (Cement Treated Granular Layer) it is designed to resist damage caused by cyclics of wetting and drying and freezing and thawing. As the thickness of the pavement is reduced, quantity of aggregates which will be required will reduce which will ultimately reduces the project cost. The overall saving in pavement layers is up to 9% by using optimum amount of cement content in granular layers of flexible pavement layers.

**VII. CONCLUSIONS**

From above study it is seen that Cement treated flexible pavement layers thicknesses are less than those required for granular bases carrying the same traffic because the loads are distributed over a large area. The strong uniform support provided by cement treated layers results in reduced stresses applied to the sub-grade. CBR value of the cement treated layers are increased as we increase the % of cement content i.e. 0%, 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, 5% & 6% the CBR values are 43.12, 98.05, 122.26, 150.05, 171.49, 193.27 & 216.10 respectively. As an engineered material (Cement Treated Granular Layer) it is designed to resist damage caused by cycles of wetting and drying and freezing and thawing. As the thickness of the pavement is reduced, quantity of aggregates which will be required will reduce which will ultimately reduces the project cost. The overall saving in pavement layers is up to 9% by using optimum amount of cement content in granular layers of flexible pavement layers.
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